
SOL 3.7 The student will explain how producers in ancient Greece, Rome, and the West African empire 
of Mali used natural resources, human resources and capital resources in the production of goods and 
services.  SOL 3.8 The student will recognize that because people and regions cannot produce 
everything they want, they must trade for the rest. SOL 3.9 The student will identify examples of making 
an economic choice and will explain the idea of opportunity cost. 

Economics
Vocabulary to Know 

• natural resources: materials that come 
directly from nature (water, soil, wood, coal, 
etc.)!

• human resources: people working to 
produce goods and services (doctors, 
bakers, etc.)!

• capital resources: goods made by people 
and used to produce other goods and 
services (machines, tool, buildings)!

• producers: people who use resources to 
make goods and provide services!

• consumers: people who use goods and 
services!

• goods: things that people make or use to satisfy needs and wants!
• services: activities that satisfy people’s needs and wants!
• specialization: focusing on the production of one good or service (Papa John’s specializes in 

making pizzas.)!
• economic choice: the choice of or decision among alternatives or possibilities!

• opportunity cost: the next best choice that is given up when an economic choice           is 
made!

Facts and Ideas to Know !
•Resources are used to produce goods and services!
•People cannot produce everything they want, so they specialize!
•People trade for things they need and want but do not have!

•Producers of goods and services are influenced by natural, human, and capital 
resources.!
•Ancient Greece and Rome specialized in shipbuilding because they were located 
on the Mediterranean Sea and they wished to trade with other countries!
•Ancient Mali specialized in gold and salt mining because those natural resources 
were abundant!
•People make choices because they cannot have everything they want!
•All choices requiring giving up something!
•People have wants and needs. People only have 4 needs—shelter, water, food, 

and air.!
•If you only have $5.00 and want both a candy bar ($3.00) and an ice cream cone 
($3.00), you have to make an economic choice. If you choose to buy the ice cream 

and do not buy the candy, then the candy is your opportunity cost.!


